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Necessary and sufficient conditions are established for the bounded and compact 
laws of the iterated logarithm for empirical processes indexed by classes of functions 
which have the Vapnik-Cervonenkis property. Results of Ledoux and Talagrand 
(Ann. Probab. 16 1242-1264, and in press) reduce the problem from one of almost- 
sure behavior to one of in-probability behavior. The special case of weighted 
empirical processes indexed by sets is considered. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. IN~oDUCTI~N 
Recent years have seen considerable progress in the study of the law of 
the iterated logarithm (LIL) for Banach space valued random variables. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions were given by Ledoux and 
Talagrand [13] both for the bounded LIL and the compact LIL, which 
reduces each question from one of as. boundedness or convergence to one 
of boundedness or convergence in probability. Here we will consider the 
case of empirical processes indexed by certain classes of functions. We will 
provide a sufficient condition for the required in-probability behavior 
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which leads to necessary and sufficient conditions for the bounded and 
compact LILs for these empirical processes, more concrete than those 
given directly by the Ledoux-Talagrand theorems. In particular, our con- 
ditions involve only moments, not probabilistic behavior. 
Specifically, let X, Xi, X,, . . . be i.i.d. random variables defined on 
(n, a, IP) taking values in a space (T, W), and let P be the law of X. Let 
P,:=n-’ i 6,, and v, := nl’*(Pn - P) 
i= I 
be the empirical measure and normalized empirical process, with 6, 
denoting the point mass at t E T. Let 9 be a collection of measurable 
functions on T such that the envelope F of 9, given by 
J’(t) := SUP If(t)I 
fefl 
is finite P-a.s. Let f”(F) denote the space of all bounded functions on F 
endowed with the sup norm (1. IIF. Note that F(t) = 1\6J F. Using the 
operator notation Q(j) for jfdQ when Q is a signed measure, we have 
v,(f)=n-‘/’ i (f(X,)-Ef(X,)). 
,=I 
This makes v, a random element of Y(p). v, may also be viewed as 
indexed by some class @ of subsets of T, in which case we identify these sets 
with their indicator functions. When % = { [0, t]: TV [0, l] > we have the 
classical case of empirical distribution functions. 
Every Ban&h space valued random variable can be placed in an 
empirical-process context by taking F to be the unit ball of the dual space, 
but the type of classes S we wish to consider are not suited to problems 
with that degree of generality. We seek more precise results for those 
classes which have the Vapnik-Cervonenkis (VC) property, defined below. 
Such classes are natural to consider because results for them generally do 
not depend strongly on the law P, which may be unknown in statistical 
applications. In particular, Dudley [7] and Durst and Dudley [9] showed 
that, under some measurability assumptions, the empirical process indexed 
by a class V of sets satisfies the central limit theorem for all laws P, if and 
only if $? has the VC property. See Alexander [2-4], Dudley [7,8], Gine 
and Zinn [lo], and Pollard [17] for further results. 
2. THE MAIN RESULTS 
We will assume throughout that 9 is a bounded separable subset of 
L.*(P). Then the reproducing kernel Hilbert space H, associated to the ran- 
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dom variable a,-- P is a subset of I”(9), consisting of all functions of the 
form 
h(f) := j f(x) h(x) Wx), fE 9, 
with h in the closed linear span in L’(P) of 
9. := {f-P(f): f&F-> 
Note that P(h) =0 for all such h. Alternatively one can allow h to be 
arbitrary in the space L;(P) of mean-zero functions in L’(P), since projec- 
tion of such h onto the span of 5p does not affect the function u,,. Note 
that H,, being a continuous image of a separable subset of L’(P), is 
separable. Let K denote the unit ball of H,: 
K := {u/, E H,: llhllz d l}, 
where )I .I[ 2 denotes the L,(P) norm. Let ep be the L2(P) pseudometric on 
9, and pp the centered L2( P) pseudometric : 
PAN, g) := edf- P(f), g-P(g)). 
Then K consists of p+ontinuous functions. 
Let Lx denote log(max(x, e)) and 
6, := (2LLr~)l’~. 
We say that (9, P) satisfies the bounded law of the iterated logarithm, or 
9 E BLIL( P), if 1) v,/b, 11 F stays bounded a.s. We say that (9, P) satisfies 
the compact law of the iterated logarithm, of % E CLIL(P), if there exists a 
compact set D, in l”(9) such that 
d(v,lb,, D) -+ 0 as. as n + co, (2.1) 
CC {vnlb, > ) = D a.s., (2.2) 
where d(y, D) := ind(d(y, x): XE D}, d is the 1” distance and C( {zH}) 
denotes the cluster set (set of limit points) of {z~}. A lemma of 
Kuelbs [ 121 says that (2.1) and (2.2) together imply that D = K. 
A class %? of subsets of T is said to shatter a finite subset E of T if every 
D = E is of the form Cn E for some CE V. %? is called a Vapnik- 
ceruonenkis (or VC) class if for some n 2 1, no n-element subset of T is 
shattered by %‘. The least such n is called the index of $? and denoted V(V). 
For example, the class of all intervals in Iw is a VC class of index 3 because 
given any xl <x2 < x3 in R, the subset {x,, x3} cannot be obtained by 
intersecting {x,, x2, x3} with an interval; no three-element set is shattered 
by the class of intervals. Other examples in R include the classes of all rec- 
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tangles, all elipsoids, and all polyhedra of at most k sides (any fixed k). For 
more about VC classes see Dudley [6, 7). 
A class 9 of real functions on T is called a VC graph class if the class 
.~:=(((t,x):O<x<f(t)orf(t)<x<O}:f~.%} 
of regions in T x [w which lie between T x (0) and the graph of somefE % 
is a VC class of sets. The index I’(%) is then defined to be v(9). 9 is 
called the graph region class. Any finite-dimensional vector space of 
functions (e.g., polynomials of bounded degree on Rd) is a VC graph class 
C81. 
To avoid measurability difficulties, we will assume throughout that % is 
countable determined (for P), that is, there exists a countable %0 c 9 such 
that 
IlvJb, - UJJI~ = lb,&, - u,lls,, a.s. for all n > 1 and h E L;(P). 
This means % E CLIL(P) if and only if %0 E CLIL(P), and likewise for the 
BLIL. Thus we can effectively assume % countable. In reformulating the 
LIL for empirical processes, Ledoux and Talagrand [ 13, 141 make a 
similar assumption. 
Here are our main results; proofs are given in Section 5. Let F, denote 
the envelope of %p. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 8 be a countably determined VC graph class of 
functions on (T, B’, P) with envelope F. If 
sup var(f(X)) < cc (2.3) 
IcF 
and 
E(F*(X)/LLF(X)) < co (2.4) 
then % E BLIL( P). Conversely if % E BLIL(P) then (2.3) holds, and (2.4) 
holds for Fp. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let % be as in Theorem 2.1. If either suprE 9 ) P( f )I 
< 00 or %r is a VC graph class, then % E BLIL(P) if and only if both 
supfe9 var(f(X)) < CO and E(F2p(X)/LLF,(X)) < CO. 
Corollary 2.2 follows from Theorem 2.1 and two observations: first, 
% E BLIL(P) if and only if %p E BLIL(P), and second, when 
SUP~,~ IP( < co, (2.4) for F and for F, are equivalent. 
The condition in Corollary 2.2 that %p be a VC graph class is not 
automatic-see Remark 2.4 of Alexander [3]. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let % be as in Theorem 2.1. If 
9 is p,-totally bounded (2.5) 
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and 
E(F2(X)/LLF(X)) < co (2.6) 
then 9 E CLIL(P). Conversely if 9 ECLIL(P) then (2.5) holds, and (2.6) 
holds for F,. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let F be as in Theorem 2.1. If either 
SUP,-~ F IP( f )I < co or S$ is a VC graph class, then 9 E CLIL(P)if and only 
if 4 is p,-totally bounded and E(F*(X)/LLF(X)) < 00. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let 9 be as in Theorem 2.1, with SUP/~ F 1 P(f )I < co. 
Zf 9 is p,-totally bounded and 9 E BLIL(P), then 9 E CLIL(P). 
Remarks 2.6. For general 5, without the VC assumption, Ledoux and 
Talagrand [13,14] showed that when supfEY IP( < co, 8 E BLIL(P) if 
and only if (2.3) and (2.4) hold and 
11 v,/b,ll F is bounded in probability, 
while 9 E CLIL(P) if and only if (2.5) and (2.6) hold and 
(2.7) 
/I v,/b, I( 9t + 0 in probability. (2.8) 
Thus our job is to show that for VC graph classes, (2.3) and (2.4) imply 
(2.7), and (2.5) and (2.6) imply (2.8). In fact a stronger result is true, which 
is the content of our next theorem, from which Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 are 
immediate. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let F be as in Theorem 2.1. rf 
E(F’(X)/LLF(X)) < co 
then 11 v,/b, II F + 0 in probability. 
(2.9) 
Without the VC property, one may have 9 uniformly bounded and 
F E BLIL(P) but have the cluster set C( (v,/b,}) be empty or be any 
multiple aK of K with a E (0, l]-see Alexander [S]. Cluster sets other 
than K require that v,/b, not approach 0 in probability [ 11, so are ruled 
out by Theorem 2.7 and Corollary 2.2 in the VC case, as follows. 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let 9 be as in Theorem 2.1. If (2.3) and (2.9) hold then 
CC { v,lb, > I= K a.s. (2.10) 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let B be as in Theorem 2.1. Zf supfs Y 1 P(f )I < co and 
S E BLIL(P) then C( { v,/b,}) = K U.S. 
683/30/1-l I 
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3. WEIGHTED EMPIRICAL PROCESSES 
Given a class ‘%’ of sets and a nonnegative function q on %, we can define 
the weighted empirical processes v,J C)/q( C), C E 59, which is equivalent to 
taking 
9 := {1,/q(C): CM’). (3.1) 
Generally q is small whenever P(C) is small, so this weighting is a way 
of expanding the normalized deviation v, of P, from P on small sets C 
for ‘more detailed study, analogous to weighting the teils in a 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic. We will apply our results to this special 
case. 
It is perhaps more natural to view v,/q as a function on $? instead of v, 
as a function on 9, and clearly 6, -P satisfies the BLIL (or CLIL) in 
I”(F) if and only if (6,- P)/q satisfies the BLIL (or CLIL) in rm(~). 
Therefore we will abuse terminology and “{ vn/q} satisfies the bounded (or 
compact) LIL in I,(F)., when this occurs. 
Define 
%?‘(a, 6) := {CC: CEV, a<P(C)<b}, 
q’(C) := q( CC). 
We say V is half-bounded if P(C) 6 4 for all C E %‘. Because the LIL for the 
weighted process depends mainly on the behavior of q on sets C with P(C) 
near 0 and 1, and because the situations at 0 and at 1 are symmetric, the 
LIL is given most naturally for half-bounded %?, as follows. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G?? he a half-bounded VC class of subsets of (T, St’, P) 
and q a nonnegative function on V. Suppose 9 (of (3.1)) is countably deter- 
mined. Define ij on T by 
q(t) := inf{q(C): t E C}. 
Then {v,/q} satisfies the bounded LIL in f”(Y) if and only if 




E{ l/($X)2LL&Y~‘)} < 00. (3.3) 
Further, {v,/q} satisfies the compact LIL in I”(%?) if and only if (3.2) and 
(3.3) hold and 
P(C)lq2(C) -+ 0 as P(C)+O. (3.4) 
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For W not half-bounded it is necessary and sufficient for each LIL that the 
above conditions hold for V(0, l/2) and when ?Z and q are replaced by 
W( l/2, 1) and q’. 
Let us consider the classical case of weighted empirical distribution 
functions, with P uniform of [0, l] and Q? = { [0, t] : t E [0, l] }. Here v, 
and q are naturally expressed as functions of t rather than of [0, t]. A stan- 
dard argument using a countable set S such that {(s, q(s)): s E S} is dense 
in the graph of q shows that the F of (3.1) is always countably determined 
in this case. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let q be a nonnegative function on [0, l] and let v, be the 
normalized untform empirical d.f on [0, 11. Set 
q(t) :=inf(q(s): SE [t, $1 or [f, t]}. 
Then { v,/q > satisfies the bounded LIL in I”( [0, 11) if and only if 
q*(t)/t( 1 - t) is bounded away from 0 
and 
(3.5) 
s 1 dt 0 q2(t) LL(t(1 -t))-’ < c0. (3.6) 
Further, ( v,Jq 1 satisfies the compact LIL in Z*( [O, 11) if and only if (3.5) 
and (3.6) hold and 
q2(t)/t( 1 - t) + 00 as t-+0 andas t+ 1. (3.7) 
James [l l] proved this theorem under the additional hypotheses that 
q2(t)/t be nonincreasing in a neighborhood of 0, that q2(t)/( 1 - t) be non- 
decreasing in a neighborhood of 1, and that q be bounded away from 0 on 
(E, 1 -E) for all E > 0. Under these assumptions (3.6) is unaffected if q is 
replaced by q, and (3.6) implies (3.5) and (3.7), so (3.6) (for q) alone is the 
necessary and sufficient condition. 
4. EXAMPLES 
We will examine the relationships among the BLIL, the CLIL, and the 
central limit theorem (CLT) using examples of weighted uniform empirical 
d.f.‘s on [0, 11. We will see that 
(i) BLIL + CLIL 
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(ii) CLT and C( { v,/b,}) = K =~5 BLIL 
(iii) CLIL & CLT. 
Counterexamples establishing (i)-(iii) for Banach space valued r.v.‘s in 
general are well known, but our examples are perhaps simpler and more 
concrete, as they occur in the classical context of weighted uniform 
empirical d.f.‘s. 
Throughout this section %‘= { [0, t]: t E [0, l]}, P is uniform on [0, 11, 
and v, is the normalized uniform empirical d.f. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let to := 1, t, :=exp(-exp(j*)) for j>, 1. Define q on 
CO, 11 by 
q(t) = t;/* on (t,, , , tj]. 
Then clearly (3.5) holds, (3.7) fails, and 4 = q, while 
s 1 dt 0 s’(t) LL(t(l -t))- 
d f (L&t,-‘))‘<l+ f j-*<co. 
j=O j= I 
Therefore by Theorem 3.2, {v,Jq} satisfies the BLIL but not the CLIL. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let q(t) := (tLt-I)“*. Then by a result of O’Reilly [16], 
{ vJq} satisfies the CLT. Since the CLT ensures that I(v,/qb,ll, + 0 in 
probability, Theorem 1 of the Acosta and Kuelbs [l] shows that 
‘3 bM, > I= K a.s. But (3.6) fails so the BLIL does not hold. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let bk --* 0 slowly enough, and ci -+ 0 rapidly enough so 
that 
kto exp( -Wk) = ~0, jzo cilj <~0. 
Let 
bk rj := 
if .j = 2k for some k 
cj otherwise, 
to := 1, tj+, := min( tj/4, tjrj+ ,/rj, exp( -exp( j + 1))) 
q(tj) := (tj/rj)“’ 
4tt) :=4ttj) on (tj+l, tj] for all ja0. 
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Since tj/rj is nonincreasing, q is nondecreasing. For t E ( tj+ 1, tj] we have 
t/q’(t) $ tj/q2( tj) + 0 as j + co, so that (3.7) holds. We have 4 = q, and 
J 
I dt dt 
0 q2(t) Lqt(l -t))- q2(f)LL(t(1-f))p1 
< 5 tj/q2(tj) LLt]:’ < r. + 2 rj/j< Co ; 
j=O j=l 
so (3.6) holds. Therefore the CLIL holds. 
Turning to the CLT, we have 
j‘,” t-l exp( -q*(t)/t) dt >jz, It’;* t-’ ew(-2q*(ti)/ti) dt 
1 
2 (In 2) f exp( -2/r,) 
j=l 
B (In 2) f exp( -2/b,) 
k=l 
= co. 
By a result of O’Reilly [ 163, this shows the CLT fails. Strictly speaking, 
O’Reilly’s result only applies to continuous q, but it can be extended to 
cover discontinuous q (see [3]) or the present q can be modified slightly to 
make it continuous. 
5. PROOFS 
The main result we must prove is Theorem 2.7; all other results in Sec- 
tion 2 follows directly from it, as noted in Remark 2.6. 
It is sufficient to prove the theorem for countable 9, so we will make 
this assumption throughout; measurability will then not be a problem. 
Let (ei) be a Rademacher sequence, i.e., an i.i.d. sequence with 
P(si = 1) = P(si = - 1) = f, independent of (Xi), and define 
n 
v;(f) := .-‘12 1 &,f(X,). 
i= I 
The following permits replacement of v, by v,” in Theorem 2.7. 
LEMMA 5.1 (See [ 171). For all q > 0, all countable 9, and 
a2 2 swfp 9 vaWV)), 
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Given a set S with pseudometric d, define for E > 0: 
N(E, S, d) := min{k 3 1: there exists sr, . . . . sk E Ssuch that 
mu d(s, si) < E for all s E S} ; 
‘. 
so log N( ., S, d) is the metric entropy. Let d,(S) denote the diameter of 9 
for the epn metric. Let P,, E, and P,, E, denote probability and expec- 
tation with respect to the sequences (Xi) and (si), respectively, that is, with 
(Ed) and (Xi) respectively held fixed. We may assume that the probability 
space (Q, ol, p) on which the Xi and si are defined is a product space 
(Q,, ol,, [FD,) x (Q,, a,, [rpE). Under [FD,, vz has subgaussian increments, a 
fact which leads to the following, which is a variant of Theorem 3.1 of Mar- 
cus and Pisier [ 151 and is based on results of Dudley [6]. 
LEMMA 5.2. There exists a universal constant R, such that for all coun- 
table 9 with finite envelope, and all f0 E 9, 
E, llv:ll,- < R, j,OAn’g’ (log N(u, 9, e,“)“* du + d,,(F) + P,(fi)"' 1 . 
LEMMA 5.3 [7, 171. Let 9 be a VC graph class of functions on (T, 98) 
with envelope F, and v := 2( V(9) - 1). Then there exists a constant 
R0 = R,( V(9)) such that 
N(&Q(F’)“‘, @;, eo) < RO&-’ 
for all 0 < E < 1 and all laws Q on ( T, S9). 
LEMMA 5.4. Zf F is a nonnegative function on T, and 
EF*(X)/LLF(X) < 00 
then 
(LLn)-’ P,(F2) + 0 in probability. 
(5.1) 
Proof. Let 6 > 0 and choose A4 so 
Then for n > M, 
f’((F’ILLF) 1 [F> M,) < 6. 
p[P,(F2) > 26LLn] d [FD[max F(X,) > n] + IFDIP,(FZII-,,,,I > GLLn] 
i<n 
+ P[P,(F21 CMcFGnj)>bLLnl 
QnP[F>n] + P[P,(F2/LLF)>G(LLn)/LLM] 
+ ~CP,((F21LW 1 [F> Ml) > 0 (5.2) 
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The first term on the right side of (5.2) approaches 0 as n --) cc by (5.1). 
The other two approach 0 by the weak law of large numbers. Since 6 is 
arbitrary the lemma is proved. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2.7. Let 6, 13>0 and let 
G, := {co2 E Q,: P,(F*) ,< O*b;}. 
Then by Lemma 5.1, for large n, 
wIIv,/ul, > 61 d wllv:l~,ll, > WI 
d 2PAG:) + 2 SUP ~,Cllv~l~,ll~’ d/31 
WEG” 
~~P,(G~)+~S-‘~,‘~~~P,~E~IIV::II~. (5.3) 
It is clear that d,(Y)< P,((2F) ) * ‘I* Hence if o2 E G, then by Lemma 5.3, . 
(log N(u, 9, epn))“* dz4 
= Pn(F2)1,2 ~oU.Wn~~2)-“2 
(log N( yP,(F*)““, F, epn)“* dy 
< Pn(F2)l’* 
D 
’ (log(R,.?--“))“* dy + II2 (log PO)“2 dy]. 
0 
Thus from Lemma 5.2, for o2 E G, and a constant R, not depending on 0 
or 6, 
E, Ilv:l19 < R,P,(F*)“* < R,Ob, 
so that by (5.3), for large n, 
P[Ilv,/b,(l,>6]~21FD,(G~)+66-‘R,8. 
Since 6’ is arbitrary, and P,(G;) = o( 1) by Lemma 5.4, we have 
~Cllv,/U, > 81 --f 0 as n-a, 
proving the theorem. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. (3.2) is equivalent to (2.3), and l/q is the 
envelope of 9, so (3.3) is equivalent to (2.4). Hence by Theorem 2.1, (3.2) 
and (3.3) are sufficient for the BLIL, and (3.2) is necessary. But (3.2) 
implies supfE9 [P(f)1 < co, so (3.3) is necessary by Corollary 2.2. 
Since by Lemma 5.3 % is pp-totally bounded, under (3.2), (3.4) is 
equivalent to (2.5). This and the above BLIL proof establish the CLIL 
result. 
From Corollary 2.4 it is clear that for q, T2 VC graph classes as in 
(3.1), 9, u~~ECLIL(P) if and only if both 9j ECLIL(P) and 
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Fz~CLIL(P). (This uses the above necessity of sup,/,, IP(S)I < 00.) The 
same is obviously true for the BLIL. Since v,(C’) = -v,(C), this proves the 
result for % not half-bounded. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. This is immediate from Theorem 3.1 once we 
observe that, by integrating separately over {t : q(t) 2 (t( 1 - z))“~} (where 
the integral is finite regardless of q) and over {t : q(t) < (t( 1 - t))““), we 
obtain the equivalence, under (3.5), of (3.6) and 
s 1 dt I 0 42(t) LLj(t)-’ < c0. 
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